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I3?0CTION

fafrte ozerted over the past several years to develop teck

iqis ead eteadards to allow for the cope*tmt desip and comr-

etruction of uginoerig structures ia rock bave led to th ev~tab-

liebosnt of sovreal particular mcbmical rek proportion is posities

of prniamiece. Accordlag to Obert (9)*, thooe 'met Importat

ThsTIcal properties for desip purpoese are dcaeity, Toug'oe modulus,

coprseive eueth, ead flezural etreagth."

The deteuination of such phyalc.*l propertlie, acesplisbed

threuh laboratory ter-tag of samples of rek core sad fild testiag

of portien of the in-s*it rock mae, is, " a rue, quite time coa-

emniag ud expmewive. It 1s for thie reaon that correlatiern of

physical properties of rock, aa predictioe of ee property from a

already deternied value of amother property, should be wwasrnes

aeest, provided the quality of the correlatie is such that the

elemeut of doubt rogding teat results mad predicted preperties is

net of a maitudo meessitatiag am increase In tbe factor of safety.

One particular eituaties is which such correlations vould prove

of value migbt be the site evaluatien cad nelectien pr grm.

*'wnbers in parenthesis refer to referencee ir the Bibliogreaphy.



"asmuing several aires wore being considered for a particular struc-

tural endeavor, preliminary elimination might ill be fa-ilitated if

one or two of the less tin* consuing and less oxpensive physical

tests would yield data from which one could reasonably prodi, other,

more difficult to determine, physical properties to be used in the

evaluation and elimination process. It is al#o possible that corre-

lations such as thes,. if of sufficient quality, would allow for

reduction in the rarioty of tests required to determine the physical

properties nov deemed necesary for competent design and construc-

tion in rock media.

Another significant application of physical property correla-

tions night be th* elimination of some destruucive hjhysical tooting,

to be replaced by nondestructive testing. As indicated by Obert (8),

namdes.-uctive tests can be repeated a nmer of times on the same

specimens, facilitatiag determinatie of and comeualatiou for pro-

cedural eand instrnent errors. This wold allow one to separate the

variations due to instriment error from the vtxriatiens due to actual

differences in mechanical properties of the specimeas tested.

Previous Studies

In the past, laboratory investigatlone and correlationz of

physical properties of rock have generally been limited to intact

specimens, i.e., rock cores vbich are macroscopically homoge*.ecua

ad4L free of discontinuities 3uch as seems, joints, fractures, and in-

clusions. oevevr, even when these investigations have been restric-

ted to intact rock, thus eliminating the highly variable recture



paremoter, dats plot* bave frequently been bigkly scattered i nature

resulting is cerrelatiens of questionable value.

UsuAlly, iavestiptons of this nature have momaweod OAsy reck

types (3) (4) (6) (1), the determinod physical properties for all

reck types being lm* teget-oor and analysed in mass. This procedure

is oriented tevoard determining goeral relationehips characteristic

of the entire group of specimens ezamined. But the implicatio here,

memely that large variations in mi eral compositioa, geologic bistary,

and gra m size (which usually enter tae the classificatie of reck

materials) have little or so effect e the relatieunkips between

pysical preperties, is dubious (10).

Thus, a definite need elists te iavestigate the relationaships

between various rock properties, focusing attention on d.ividuAl

reck types Iu ma attempt te reduce the number of variables and elist-

mate some of the scatter typical of previous iavestigatims. lope-

fully, the resulting cerrelationa will be of a quality hleb will

allow for the eli ination of repetitive tseting sad data redAction,

facilitating more economic design of engineering structures.

Objectives of This IavestisAtien

This study rill be pri-arily directed toward determining the

influence of variatien In reck typo on the quality of cerrelations

ebtaimed through linear cerrelation analysis .f various physical rock

preopertieos. An attempt vi.l also be made to determine the effect of

variation is gasta sae within a particular rock type em the nature

ef be correlations between physical properties determined for spel-

mells of this reck type.



Specimens of tonalite and granite will be prepared and tested,

the following physical properties being detormine:t

(&) d4neity

(h) compreasional pulse velocity

(c) shear pulse velocity

(d) Young's molulus of elast:city (static)

(e) ultimate uqiaxial compressive strength.

Puls, velocities will be determined acce-din( to the ASTM proposed

Standard Method of Test for Laboratory DAtermination of tltras~nic

Pulse Velocities and Elastic Caeuvtants of Reck. tltrasonic elastic

constants will be computed from properties 1, 2, and 3. Static

Toug's modulus will be computed from stress-strain curves deter-.

mined during uniaxial compressive tests. Representative specimen

will be subjected to petrographic examination (X-ray diffraction

analysis, modal aealyvsis, etc.). In as far as is possible, the

specimens Af tonali-e and granite will represett samples of various

grain sizes, mad mineral compositiob will be varied within the limits

of the classification syxtem (1i). All specimens will be intact,

i.e., free of macroscopic discontinuities such as fractures, joints,

seams, and vesicles.

The data accumulated will be grouped and analysed according to

rock type, and then, for comparative purposes, analysed in mass. Cor-

relations will be made between various pairs of the physical prop-

erties determined. Xn particular, ultimate rniazial compressive

strength and static Young's modulus will each be correlated with ul-

trasonic palse velocities and the various ul,.rv. nic elastic con-

steuts. Comparisons will be made of the quality of cerrelations ob-



telued free the data rpuP4 aceord~n to reek tyfX mA3 ftrm the

date treatd In their entirety, &M4 s effort atle to Lo.trmnA the

lafluiemc of data .alysis by rock type on qualitw of the corrola-

t" ua ebteined.

Corrolatioms r 1i I bo mado using phbyical propirtle 4etermixod

for throe goups of epscimoas within one particv'or reck type

(toalite). Thoe thre groups will be e sotimily of the sew.

uiaoral comeosition Sam pelagic hietory, .be viLriablo being gran

else. Te intntion will be to evaluate the comtributioa of vTat-

aties I1 raln alse to the sture of the pbys.cal preperty ceriele-

tiem obtained vithin t.%o particular rock Typo.



EERMETAL TECHNIQUVE

General

Seventy-nine samples of rock core representing two rock types

(granite and tonelite) were prepared and tested in the course of

this investigation. These specimens were removed fxten 10 drill sites

in six geographic localities. Generally, eight specimens of oue par-

ticulaz rock type, either granite or ton.~lit*, were selected fro, the

core from each if the drill sites. All specimens tested were intact

(conta~ned no macroscopic jonuts or fractures) and essentially homo-

geneous NI-size (nominal 2-1/8-inch diameter) cylindrical cores.

Tests were conducted during this investigation to determine the

follawings

(a) rock type and mineral composition

(b bulk density

Wc ultrasonic pulse* velocities (compressional anid shear)

(d ultimate uniaxial compressive strength

(a) static stress-straiv relations.

Ultrasonic elastic constants were compute,' rft measured ultrasonic

pule velocities and specific gravities. Static Young's mo~ili werv

determined from the axial stress-strain relations observed and re-

corded during the uniauial compressive tests.



One representative spocien from each of the 10 graups (10 drill

sites) was selected ior limited petrographic oxminatie. The*.

specimns wre sawed axially, one sawed surface of each specimen

being polished and photographed at normal sises.

Composite samples veto takes from the remLiinig portions of the

selected spocimon, and groand into a fine powder so as to pass a

No. 325 sieve (44kt). X-ray diffraction patterns were ae of sach

suplo. Those patterns were then examined to nke mineralogical

Idontificatioms and comparisons. Small portions of each of these

powdered samples were tooted in dilute hydrocbloric (RCI) acid and

with a magpotisod noodle to detect the presence of carbonate min-

erals and agetic minerals, respectively. All 1-ray patterns were

made with as 10-5 diffractometer using nickel-filtered cooper

radiation.

Thin sections were prepared from each specion sad examined with

a Spencer polarizing microscope. A point-count modal analysis was

made on each thin section to detornine the sineral composition by

percent sad grain size (13) of each of the rocks represented. The

number of counts per section was held constant (500), but spacing of

the center was varied with grain size in an attempt to obtain a

reprosentative statistical average (2).

A smoary of the results of the petrokraphic examination of

reprosentative samples from each of the 10 groups of core is gives

below. Detailed results are given in Appendix 1.

(a) Tonalito (Verailien granite formation, Minnosota). Brownish-

gray, sodium- te coaree-grained. Soctions were massive and



unweathered. biitite was broke& sad altered to chlerite. Micre-

lite was unaltered and unbreken. Very few -icretractures were

detected.

(b) re (Lucerne Plutes, Maine). Black and white. Coarse-

prained porphyritic texture. 'otlte was unaltered. ?lgi4eclaae

we" slightly altered to sericite. Specimea were unmeatbered and

ceatained very few sicrefracturea.

(c) rj (Granite Mountains Dplift, Wyoming). Unweathered,

breownisb-gray, coarse-pained. icrecline vi% unaltered. Plagie-

clase was altered to ericite. Biotite was slightly altered to

chlerite. Licrofractures were somewhat comon.

(d) igzaj.S (Sierra Nevada Batholith, California). FAne-praimed,

dark celered rock. Sections were fresh and contained no nacre-

fractures. Ceuais principally plagioclase feldspar and bietite

mica with smaller Lmemts of quarts and borublende.

() Toeali (Sierra Nevada Batholitb, California). Medium- te

cearso-grained igneous rock. Sections were fresh sd intact. Simi-

lar in ceesitien to fime-graine. reck discussed above.

() TI it (Sierra Nevada Batelith, Califernia). Kedie-

grained igneous reck; much finer grained than medium- te cearoe-

grained tonalito (e). Simi1.r in mineral composition to the twe

toealites discussed imediately before (d eand e) except slightly mere

biotite and slightly less horablende. Aloe centains very mall

amounts of maetite.

(g) krU.U (Northwest of Lone Crove Pluton and -ch"atd Seck

Bathelitht, Texas). kedxu&-graiL,, red granite. Sectien were



&itaet ar Umeathered. sligbt alteration of micreeline ear plagie-

elsis. More mucevite mica prosest than bietite misc&.

(h) Orwitt (Sborma. Greaite Fealee of Seuthern Laramie Rame,

Wyoemiag). Coarc.-psrsnod, liht-gray pranite. No preexisting free-

ture surfaces could be detected. Largely composed of quarts, petas-

aim feldspar, plegiocleae feldspar, ad bietito, with lesser snate

of bernblende.

(i) Grmaits (Laremie Range, Wyoming). Medium- to cearse-grainod,

pink greaite. Perpbyritic texture. Sectien were macrescopically

free it fractures sad were uveathered. Predeminately composed of

quarts, plagieclase feldspar, pet"asi feldspar with lesser imoute

of hornblende bietite sad chlorite.

(,) Tealio (Cedar City Tonsit., Utah). Medium-pained, pray

temalite. Censisted prxmar ly of plagieclase foldepa, quarts, sad

berabloado with looser mute of petassium feldspar, bietite, mad

sapotite. itite wae slightly altered to cblorite.

Iciem lreserauts

Test specimens were prepared to suggested in the ASTM proposed

"Steadard Methed of Test for Uscesfived Compressive Stre gth of Reck

Core Specimeas" ad Corps of Begineors Steadard Method of Test for

Triaxial Strength of Usdresned Rock Core Specimens (I), CRD-C 147.

When prepared accordiag to the above specificatiens, specimen toler-

asces were well vithin the limits required by the ASTH p.'-osed

"Standard Method of Test for Laboratory Dotermi atien of Ultraae&

pulce Velocities snd Liactic Cost&ants of Seck.



All sample were cut to lengths of approximately 4.32 inches

vith a Covington (Figure 1) slab saw (16-inch diameter diamond

blade). This specimen length was selected in oider to meet the

specified length to diameter ratio requirements (2.0 , L/D -e 2.6).

Since specimen diameter ranged from 2.06 to 2.16 inches, probably

due to variation in rock ty pe, bit wear, and drilling technique,

the actmal length to diameter ratios also varied slightly, but were

in ai" cases gieater than 2.0 and less than 2.5.

During the cutting precess, specimens were secured in a vise

(Figure 2) which aided in alignment and provided for cutting sur-

faces nearly perpendicular to the axis of the core. A solution of

water and soluble oil was used as blade lubricant and coolant. All

specimens were thorcughlv washed immediately subsequent to cutting

to remove any solution which mignt adhere to the 3pecimen surface.

Feed rate was adjusted such that one cut acrosa a diameter required

approximately 15 minutes.

After cutting. ,.he ends of all specimene were ground smooth.

parallel to each other, and perpendicular to the axis of the core

with a Norton hydraulic surface grinder (Figure 3). This surface

finishing was pursued in such a manner Lhat specimen ends were flat

to within 0 001 inches and did not depaxt from perpendicularity to

the axis of the core by more than the allowable 0.01 inch in

2 -.nches (0.25 degree). Subsequent to grinding, the specimens were

again thoroughlv washed to reiove .ify of the oil-water grinding wheel

coolant solution from tho core surfaces.



Figure 1. 0.±-=.ud Blade Slab Saw.
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Figure 3. lydraulic Surface GriMa-.



Bulk Density

Bulk denasities were determined according to U. S. Army hkginoer

Waterways xperiment Station, Concrete Division "T-2 Method of

Determining Bulk Density of Rack Cores. " The test procedure con-

sisted oft

(a) wash the core to remove dust and other coatings from the

specimen

(b) air dry the specimen to constant weight, end weigh

air-dried specimen to nearest 0.1 graz

(c) determine volume of specimen by liquid displacement in

a pycnometer chamber (FiLgure 4) containing distilled water

(d) calculate the density of the core in the air-dried con-

dition from the following formula:

No
0 Y

where,

Go density of the air-dried core

wo a weight of the air-dried core in grams

Vo a volume of the core in cubic centimeters.

Temperature of the distilled water in the pycnometer chamber was

taken into account vhen the volumes of the specimens were determined.

In this investigation, densities vere computed from air-dried

specisens rather than oven-dried spocimenq to avoid possible changes

in physical properties duo to oven-Aryin as have been obseorved in

several previous studies. Obert (9), noted that een-drying often

produced pronounced and sometimes drastic changes in elastic con-

stants, and that these changes vere frequently permanent.
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tl.tranJ.c Pss Velocities

Ultretienic pulse velocities were determined according to the

ASIM proposed "Standard Method of Test for Laboratory Determination

of Ultrasonic Pulse Velocities and Elastic Constants of Rock." This

aethed it valid for determination of ci pressional and sheer wave

velocities in both isotropic and anisotropic media.

Ur.um titnate crystals and PIT-SLA high ccpacitance lead-

zirconate-titanate crystals were used to produce compressional and

shear pulses, respectively. These pulses were produced by applying

short duration, high voltage pulses to the appropriate crystals,

resulting in compressional or shear pulsea, whichever the case may

be, being genera&ed in the specimen. The high voltage pulses,

when applied to the X-cut barium titanate crystal, caused the

crystal to expand ad contract yielding compressional strss pulses,

which were transmitted to one czud of the specimen. dhen applied to

the Y-cut lead-zirconate-titanate crystal, the pulses caused the

shear crvstal to vibrate in a direction perpendicular to the axis of

the core creating shear pulses which were transmitted to one end of

the specimen. The arrival of the pulses at the other end of the

specimen were noted by a companion crystal affixed to that end, which

acted as a uechanical-electrical transducer and gintrated equivalent

electrical pulses. Pureline white petroleus jelly and phery

salicylate were used respectively, between the compressional trans-

ducers sad the rock specimens, and between the she-r transducers

and the reck specimens.

These electrical signals were recorded on an oscilloscepe

(Figure 5) as stationary wave forms, which allowed rather accurate
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measurement of the time of travel of tLe pulses throcxgh the in-

dividual specimens. Sutionary wa e orms, as displayed on a

Eevlett-Packard model lThO-A oscilloscope, -ere photographed

(Figure 6) and pulse travel times re d directly fram the tine gtrked

photographs. These times were corrected to eliminate error due to

pulse travel t.ue through tbe transducer leads, traneducers, and

transducer-specimen connection materials (petroloea jelly or phenoyl

salicylate), thus, yielding pulse travel tines through the rock core

specimens above. Compressional and shear velicities were then

determined from

Sand Vs ar

where

Vp eompressienal pulse velocity

Vs . shear pulse velocity

tp = travel time of the compressional pulse through the

specimen alone

to a travel time of the shear pulse through the specimen alone

L . length of the specimen.

All compressional and shear pulse velocities determined in this

investigation were measured with zero lead on the specimens.

Static Axial Stress-Strain Measurements

To determine axial static stross-strain relations, Baldwin-

Lim a-milten SP-4, T.:pe A3 -6, electrical resistance strain gages

were affixed vertically to opposite sides of each specimen. The

gages were located in a manner such that the midpoint of the



Sbear Pulse

Compr~ssiosal Pulse

Figur. 6. Typical Yhotogrephs of Ultzasoaic Wave-Ferms Dis-
played ea Hewlett-Packard Oscilloscope.



resistance spegent was at midheigbt of each specimen. The age

length was 13/16 inches, such that no portion would be effected by

the nonuniform stress distributions noted by Fairhurst (5) to exist

over the upper and lower 1/12 length of each specimen, i.e., the

uppermost and lowermost 1/3 to 1/2 inches for all specimens used I&

this study.

All gages were bonded directly to the rock specimens by using

SR-4 cement, a fast drying mitre-cellulose cement manufactured by

Baldwin-Lima-Hsmilton for the express purpose of application of SF-4

bonded strain gapes. Prior to application of the cement, specimen

surfaces were cleaned to remove substances such *a oil or 4ust which

might impede development of & secure bond between the specimen and

gage. A thin cost of cement was then applied beth to the specimen

and to the gage, after which the gage was mounted under moderate

pressure and allowed to dry for 24 hours.

To determine stress-strain relations, the t-- gages were wired

in series resulting in an output of the average strain registered

by the two gages. Stress and strain were continuously plotted

during the uniaxial compressive test by using a Mosoeley Autograf

x-y recorder. A photograph of the recording equipment is given in

Figure 7.

t.isnal Cowmreosivs Test

All specimens were subjected to static compreasive loading to

determine axial stress-strair -elatons, as previously mentioned,

and to determine ultimate uniaxialk compressive strengths.



Figure 7. Kosoley Autogaf, z-y Recorder sad Otbor StreaoeStras
Recording Squipmeat



A 440,000-pound niversal, Baldwin hydraulic testing machine s

used for leading the specimens. A photograph of this machine in

given as Figure S.

This test was conducted accerding to the ASTM proposed 3teadard

Method of Test for Unconfined Compressive Strength of ack Core

Specimens. All specimens were carefully aligned s tbi.t the axis

of each core tested was coincident with the center of t.L~st of the

spherically seated bearing block. An initial seating ofrs~ a% pprox-

imately 100-200 pounds was applied very slowly while tb', wpherical

seated bearing block was adjusted. All teots wore corAucted t a

leading rats of 35 1 15 pai per second (constant for & particular

specimen) s hat catestrophic failure occurred within 5 to 15

minutes of cowenceot of loading. As noted by tb* propow'

standard, such a rate of load should provide values of ultin& e

uniauial compressive strength which are relatively free from 'he

effects of rapid leading.

Ultimate uniaxial compressive strengths were calculteod Ir

dividing the maximem lead carried by tno specimen during the v' et

by the average initial cross-sectional area of the specimen G.ttir-

mined as suggested in the ASTM proposed standard. All strength*

mere expressed to the noareit 10 psi.
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CHAPTER 3

PRENEITATION AND DISCUSSION OF RASLITS

General

Physical properties of the various granite ani tonalite speci-

meus tested vere determined according to the procedures discuased

in Chapter 9 and are presented in tablar form in Tables I snd 2.

The statio values of Young's moduli are tangent moduli of

elasticity and were computed at 50 percent of ultimate uaiazial

cowpreesire strength. Static Y.ung's moduli were determined for a

minimum of six specimens from each drill site represented (ten

sites), thus exceeding the optimum number of four spectsens and

minimum nmber of three recommended by the Bureau of Mines (1) for

adequate evaluation of this particular property within a represen-

tative group of specimens.

Ultrasonic elastic cons!"ts :ere computed from individual

vaiues of density, ultrasonic copressional pulse velocity, and

ultrasonic shear pulse velocity which ver. determined for each speci-

sen by procedures as discussed in Chapter 2. The equations used in

the computation of ultrasonic .lastic constants are as fellows:

OVa (3V a- 4Vs 2

(I -v 2

(a) Gdys -V
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(3) K,1 .s . 0  a 4V*)

3

vI - Sye s(4) ,v~yn .svSvs

where2yp2-V

EdyN a ultrasonic Young s modulus of elasticity in psi

0 OR - ultrasonic shear modulus or modulus of rigidity in psi
Id1n a ultrasonic bulk modulus in psi

dyii

ij * a ultrasonic oissov's ratio
* poudaecon 2  ih 4

o w density in peund-socond per iuch

V w ultrasonic conpresaional pulse velocity in inches per~p

second

V * ultrasonic shear pulse velocity in inches per socond.

The nmber of specimens tor vhich these consta&ts yore determined in

all cases exceeded both the minimum and optimum number of tests per

group (3 and 6, respectively) recommended by the Dureau of Mines (1).

Typical modes of failure exhibited by the spanztynino rock core

specimens tested in uniaxial compression are illustrated in the

phtetographs In Figure 9. bzplosive type failures yielding the

frajenkt illustrated in Figure 9(a) were typical of failures in the

stronger tenalito8, i.e., these yielding ultimate uniaxial c uprea-

sive strengths greator than 35,000 psi. The conical type failure

surfaces illustrated in Figure 9(b) wore typical of the nature of

failure exhibited by the remainder of the specimens tested.

In order to evaluat6 'e linear degree of associatien between

the various pairs of physical properties of intert in this ive*-

Ligation, correlation coefficients vore computed for each of the



a. Tvaical Shmlssivo Tvue railurso SurfacesnII

b. Typical Conical Type Failure urfsce.

Fipr- 9. Typical Failures of Rock Core& ia Uniazial Compression



groups of data. A least-eqnares line was also fitted to each data

group, the intention being to give a visual represontation of the

degree of linear correlation betwoen the particular physical prop-

erties of iaterest.

The correlation coefficient (r) Is a measure of the degree of

interdependence between the particular variables under study, with

a coefficient of 1.0 or -1.0 indicating a perfect association, i.e.,

a perfect straight line relatie, and a coefficient of 0.0 indi-

cating no relation %hatsoever, a completely random association.

The algebraic sign of the correlation coefficient reflects only the

slope of the relationship, i.e., whether there is a trend toward

increase or decrese in magnitude of one variable accompanying an

increase ir the magnitude of other variables.

Once the correlation coefficients for the various groups of

data were determined, it remained to evaluate the significance of

these correlations, i.e., determine the probability ef getting a

correlation coefficient as large as the one actually obtained frem

the statistical sample if. in actuality, no correlation of this

nature existed in the universe from which the statistical sample was

taken. In this study, the probability level used to determine the

minimum magnitude of a significant correlation coefficient for a

given statistical sample &ise was 0.995. Thus, there would be only

a 0.5 percent probability of obtaining a correlation coefficient of

a magnitude greater then or equal to the predetermined value from a

statistical sample taken from a uni,'erae in which no cor'elatien of

this nature actually ezisted. A table of critical values for



correlation coefficients corresponding to this chosen probability

level and the various statistical 8ample sizes used in this study

F is presented as Appendix II.

The actual mathematical determination of the individual corre-

lation coefficients and equation& for least-squares lines was, for

each data group, performed on a General Electric 400 computer.

Discussion of Correlatons

The remining portion of this chapter will consist of the pre-

sentation of scatter diagrams (data plots) representing the various

physical property correlations attempted. For each pair of physical

properties examined, four data groups wore arranged and correlated.

"Whose groups were comprised as follow

Group 1: All tonalite specimens testel from the Sierra Nevada

Batholith, California.

Group 2: All tonalite specimens tested.

Group 3: All granite specimens tested.

Group 4t All specimens tested.

Thus, for each pair of physical properties discussed, there will be

four scatter diagrams, one for ,3ach group.

The correlations and scatrer diagrams resulting from analysis

of the data yielded by specimens comprising Group I (Sierra Nevada

Batholith tonalitos) were compared to those resulting from analysis

of the date yielded by the specimens comprising Group 2 (all tone-

lites). The objective of this comparison vas .o evaluate the degree

of scatter which night be attributed to variation in grain site alone



within the particular rock type. Variation in percentage ineral

composition and geologic history were kept to a practical minimum

for the G-oup I data (all specimens coa* from three holes within

very close proximity of each other) and, for the Group 2 data, were

allowed to vary within the confines imposed by restriction to the

one particular rock type (tonalite). Therefore, close similarity

between the correlation coefficients and scatter dxagrams yielded

for the two groups of data would suggest, for the particular pair

of variables under cons'deration, that variation in grain size was

of primary importance in the determination of dejrea of scatter

typical of the association between those two physical properties for

iat rock type. On the other hand, *ignificant dissimilarity in

nature of the physital property correlations and correlation coef-

ficients (i.e., a larger amount of scatter and lesser 1egree of

linear association for the Group 2 dsta than for the Group 1 data)

would indicate, for the particular pair of physical properties being

examined, that variation in grain size, &s opposed to variation in

percentage mineral composition and geologic history as confined to

the limits imposed by the particular rock type, was of lester

significance in the doterminattion of the degree of scatter charac-

teristic of the particular rock prop..cty correlation in question.

The correlations and scatter diagrams resulting from analysis

of the data yielded by specimens comprising Groups 2 and 3 were

compared to those resulting from analysis of the data yielded by

specimens comprising Group 4 (all specimens in Groups 2 and 3 con-

bined), the objective being to evaluate the effects of minimal vari-

ation in rock type on the nature of physical property correlations



obtained for statistical data samples in-olving nore tkan one

igneous rock type. ka data Groups 2 and 3 represented individual

rock types (tonalite and grtaite, respectively) while data Group 4

represented both rock types, significant differences in the quality

and orientation of the correlations determined for the three data

groups should indicate the effects of slight variation in rock type

on the nature of t'e resulting physical property correlations.

Moreover, since the granites and tonalites involved in this inves-

tigation were relatively homogeneous and isotropic intrusive igneous

rocks, and since the percentage mineral compositions of the two rock

types are not extremely removed from one another (11), the rock

property correlations determined for the data comprising Group 4

should indicate a reasonable maximum degree of linear association

and minimum degree of scatter to be expected for the particular

pairs of physical properties examined and for a statistical data

sample which includes specimens representing more than one rock type.

CO Vorsj. Ultrasonic lulse Velocities (Vp and VS). Scatter dia-

grams developed .o illustrite the relationships between uniaxial

compressive strength 'wd iltrasonic compressional pulse velocity a'.

presented in Figures 10 through 13. Figures 14 through 17 graph-

ically illustrate the relationships found to exist between ultimate

uniaxial compressive strength and ultrasonic shear pulse velocity as

determined in this investigation.

The degrees of correlation characteristic of these two pairs of

physical properties (C. versus Vp and Co versus Vg) were noticeably

higher for the data yielded by the tonalite syecimens alone thon for

the data yielded by th* granite apecimenh alone. Jn particular, the
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correlation coefficient. (Table 3) (r) determined for the Group 2

tonalites were considerably larger than the corresponding critical

values (given in Appendix II), while the correlation coefficients

determined for the granites alone were only 0.44 and 0.49 for Co

versus Vp and Co versus V., respectively, low enough to be of

questionable significance.

When the data yielded by the tonalites and granites were com-

bined (for the particular pairs of physical properties) and examined

as a single data sample, the result, in both instances, was a rather

noticeable increase in scatter over and beyond the scatter typical

of either the granite or tonalite data alone. Also, while the

resulting correletion coefficients (for the Group 4 data) were

slightly higher than those yielded for the ,ranite data alone, they

were substantially lower than the values determined for the tonalite

data alone. Thus the net effect, in these instances, appears to

have been a considerable sacrifice of quality of the better scatter

plots and physical property correlations (Group 2 tonulites) re-

sulting from the introduction of data exhibiting trends of a some-

what different character and lesser quality (Group 3 granites).

A comparison of the correlation coefficients (Table 3) deter-

mined for the Groups 1 and 2 tonalites and examination of the scatter

plots produced from data yi:ded by these two groups of specimens

revealed no significant differences in magnitude of the torrelation

coefficients or quality of the scatter diagrams for either Co versus

Vp or C 0 versus Vs. Th,,s, for these particular correlations, varia-

tion in grait s4ize, rather than substantial variation in percentage



TA= 3

Correlation Coefficients Obtained For Variou. Pairs[ of Physical Properties

Correlation Coefficients Obtained Fort

All
Sierra Grani tes
Nevad All All ad

Physical Dtholith Tonalitu Granites Toalit*os
Properties Tonalitos Tooted Tested Tested

_Correlated (Grou (Grog it) (Group 3) (Oroup 4)

C vs V 0.81 0.83 0.44 0."
0 p

C vs V 0.86 0.87 0.49 0.69o s

, C0 15 1dyui 0.S6 0.867 0.49 0.1

C vs G 0.87 0.86 0.40 0.73
0 dyn

CO vs Kdyz 0.81 0.89 0.39 0.58

C 0 "Jdyn 0.49 0.20 0.33 0.24

E vs Vp 0.88 O.t6 0.89 0.b6

E tan vs V 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92

Etn To layn  0.92 0.90 0.90 0.90

£tan Ts Gdyn 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.91

Etan vs K dyn 0.88 0.79 0.85 0.80

-£t n VS ' dyn 0.56 0.11 0.80 0.45



mineral composition and geologic history ag allowed within the con-

fines of the specific rock type, appeared to Ie the primary factor

contributing to the degree of scatter in the tonalite data plots.

CO Versus Ultrasonic Moduli (Edyn, Gdyn, and Rd..). Scatter

diagrams illustrating the general relationships existing between

ultimate uniaxial compressive strength (C.) and ultrasonic Young's

modulus (Edyn), ultrasonic shear modulus (Gdyn), and ultrasonic bulk

modulus (Ldyn) are given in Figures I through 29. Correlations and

data plots for comparable groups for each of the above three pairs

of variables were generally similar, probably a reflection upon the

similar origin of the various values of the three different ultra-

sonic moduli (all were computed from values of ultrasonic shear ,.nd

compressional pulse velocities and specific gravities determined for

the individual specimens).

Of particular interest was the fact that no appreciable changes

in magrnitudes of coefficients of linear correlation (as opposed to

the magnitudes of those values determined for Co versus Vp and CO

versus V.) vre effected by the use of ultrasonic elastic moduli in

correlations with ultimate strength instead of the easier to deter-

mine pulse velocities (previously discussed). While correlations

of ultimate uniaxial compressive strength (C.) with ultrasonic shear

modulus (Gd ) yielded the highest correlation coefficients of any

cf the correlations in which ultimate strength was involved as a

variable (O.t7, 0 t, 0.50, and 0.73 for Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4,

respectively), these coefficients wore not sufficiently greater than

those yielded by correlations of ultimate strength with ultrasonic
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&hear pulse velocity (0.86, 0.87, 0.49, and 0.69 for Groups 1, 2, 3,

and 4, respectively) to alone justify the additional testing and coa-

putation necessary to the determination of ultrasonic shear moduli.

rhis is not to say, however, that determination of ultrasonic elastic

moduli would be undesirable.

The same general trends prevalent in the correlations discussed

previously (CO versus Vp, Co versus Ys) were also cocmon to correla-

tions of ultimate strength versus the various ultrasonic moduli. In

particular, both groups of tonalite data yielded correlation coeffi-

cients of similar magnitudes (Tabie 3) and scatter diagrams of a

similar nature. This apparently reinforces the previous indication

that variation in grain size, rather than variation in mineral com-

position and geologic history as allowed within the confines of a

specific rock type, appears to be of primary importance in the de-

termination of the mount of scatter typical of correlations between

various properties of this particular rock type.

Furthermore, examination of the correlation coefficients and

scatter diagrams determined for Lhe number 2, 3, and 4 data groups

indicated, for all tLree physical property comparisons involving

ultimate strength and ultrasonic elastic moduli, that the correla-

tion of data for both rock types as a single statistical samp!e was

undesirhble from the point of view that such a procedure resulted in

an unnecessary sacrifice in quality of the scatter diagram and de-

gree of correlation typical of the tonallLe data alone without

yielding an accompanying acceptsble increase in quality of the scat-

ter diagram Lnd nature of correlation above those exhibited by the

grnite data alone.



C Versus v dyn' Scatter diagrams illustrating the relatien-

ships observed to exist between ultimate uniaxial compressive

strength and ultrasonic Poisson's ratio for the four data groups

used in this investigation are given in Figures 30 through 33.

Correlation coefficients deermined for these data groups (Table

3), were in general, very low, and in all cases but one, were less

than the critical values (given in Appendix II), indicating no si,-

nificnt degree of linear association between the two variables.

The coefficients were 0.49, 0.20, 0.33, and 0.24 for data groups

1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Figures 30 through 33 further indicate the lack of linear as-

sociation between the two variables under examination, and, in

addition, reveal that the higher of the four correlation coeffi-

cients owe their larger magnitudes solely to the presence of a few

points (eight) of questionable validity (unusually low values of

ultrasonic Poisson's ratio) without which these coefficients would

be even less significant.

atan Versus Ultrasonic Pulse Velocities (Y and V ). Figures

34 through 37 physically iliastrate the relationships existing

between values of tangent Young's modulus of elasticity (static) and

values of ultrasonic compressional pulse velocity as determined in

this study. Figures 3 through 4, depict the relationships existing

between values of tangent Young's modulus and values of ultrasonic

shear pule# velocity.

Interestingly, the eight correlations (four data groups) deter-

mined for these two particular pairs of variables were all quite
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significant (correlation coefficierts were much larger than the

corresponding critical values as given in Appendix II) and very

similar in nature, the quality and orientation of the relationships

determined for the granite data alone being very nearly the same as

those determined for the tonalite data alone, for comparable pairs

of properties. this trend of similarity, which incidentally will be

observed to exist generally throughout the correlations of tangent

Young's modulus with the other various ultrasonic properties, vtis

osewhat of a reversal of the earlier trend noted for correlations

of ultimate uniasxal compressive strength with the various ultra-

sonic properties wherein the correlations for the granite rela-

tionships were frequently insignificant and noticeably inferior to

those of the tonalite data. rhis "change" would appear to be a

significant indication that the factore which contribute to ulti-

mate uniaxial compressive strength charrcttritics and to the naturo

of the values of tangent Young's modulus of elasticity typical of a

particular rock type do noL necessarily contribute to the aamp

properties of a similar rock type in the same manner.

A comparisen of the scatter diagrams and correlation coeffi, lents

(rable 3) Jetermined for the four igroups of dht& representing e&Lh

pair of physical properties resulted in twc additional general

obserations (i) correlations determine,! for the Group I and .1roup

2 tonalite da'ta were similar both in orientation and degree of

scatter, reinforcing the previous indication that variation in ;rain

sito within the particular rock tyre. ra*,I.r than ,aration iii

mineral composition and geologic history as alloveA within tho

ouf ilz,.s of the apecific ro% T.O-. wai. a primary influo.- (e upon t'-



degree of scatter typical of the data plots for this rock type, and

(2) amalgamation of the data for the tonalites and granites into a

single group (Group 4) and correlation of this data an such yielded

a scatter diagram and correlation coefficient which were of a nature

and quality very similar to those determined for the parent data

groups (Groups £ and 3). This would appear to indicate, for tht

particular variables being examined, that such an a.algaation of

data for such geologically similar rock types would not necessarily

result in correlations of a quality substantially lower than the

correlations determined for data grouped and correlated by individual

rock type.

Etan Versus Vltrasonic Yoduli (Ed n , Gdvn, Kd.n). Scatter dia-

grams illustrating the general relationa~hips found to exist between

tangent Yeung'n modulus of elasaicxtv (t-.an) and ultrasonic values

of Young's modulus of elasticity (Edn'), shear modulus (Gdh), and

bulk modulus (ady n ) are given ir Fitnurve 42 throug~h 4,,. 40 through

49. and 50 through 53, respectivelv.

Nature and degree of linear correlations obtained for correspond-

Ing data groups vielded for all three pair& of variables were quite

similar, probably due, as was the case with ul'iaate uniaxial cow-

prosslve atrength, ao similarity in origir of the %arioud values of

the ihree ultrasonic elastic moduli (Edivn, Gdyn , and Kdyn). All

were computed froon equations involting values of ultrasonic shear

and compressional pLlse ielocities and sPrifxc gravities of the

individual specimens.

Th. physical property correla-1or.b - -ermined for those pairs of

variables involving ultrasonic tuoduli were t;,eraliy CuIle good.
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Correlation coefficiots determined for two of these pairs (Etn

versus St., and Zt., versus Gdyn) were among the highest yielded

by correlation of any of the pairs of vriables examined during the

course of this investigation (Table 3). These two groups of corre-

lations were not sufficiently superior to these involving the easier

to determine values of shear and compressiozal pulse velocity, how-

ever, to alone justify the additional time and money which is

uevcesry to the comnutation of ultrasonic elastic moduli. This is

nat to say, however, that computation of ultraaoeic moduli might not

be deraoAe for parpovis other than physical property correlations.

The Istural trends characteristic of the physical property

correlations discusssd in the siction immediately prior to this gae

(S" wersu Vp and V.) wcro also noted to exist for the** correla-

tione. Spocifically, degrees of c.-relstion determined for the

Group I tonalite data groups were only slightly larger in megni-

tude than theme yielded by th Group 2 tonalite dast groups for

correspoading pairs of physical properties, substantiating previous

indications that variation in grain size, as opposed to sigoificant

variation in m.neral composition and geologic history as allowed

within the confines of a specific rock type, appears to be of pri-

nary significance xa the determination of the degree of scatter

typical of varieue physical property correlations within the par-

ticular reck type.

As was mentioned in the previous section, combination of the

datL for both rock typos, granite and tonalite, in.o single sta-

tistical sample and corr-tlatioc of this single mos of data did not,

for either of the three pairs of physical properties censidorad in



this section, result in an appreciable sacrifice in quality of the

corralateoo obtained for bs graito data alone or the tenlit.

data alone. Thus, for those pairs of physical properties and those

reck typos, variation in rock type appe ared to have so significant

effect on the quality of the corrolations ebtain**.

Iw Versus v dy. Figures 54 through 57 grspkiclly illustrate

the general lack of linear ssociation observod , exist between

tngesat Young's modulus of elasticity and ultrasonic Poissom' ratio.

Ccrrelation coefficients determined for this pair of variables

(four data groups) were, is most cases, appreciably l6oger than the

neos obtaixed for the plots st ultimate uniazial coarossive strength

versus Pc s:)n's ratio. £xsmimatio of the scatter plots (Figures

54 tlrouh 57), however, revealed as signifieant trenda to oxist

between the twe variables. The higher corrolation coefficieet

(yielded by the roup 3 data) had resulte solely from the location

of eight data poists, in this instance, points of questionable

validity (values of Poison's ratio vyre felt to be unrepresotative)

in a manor so as to give definite orientation to the least-squares

line vithout incrosing the quality of the plot to one of actual

sigaificance See Figure 6).

Thus, as was the case with the correlation of ultimate uni-

axial compressive strongth with ulLrasonic Yclason s ratio, the

correlations determined for tangent Young's modulus of elasticity

versus ultrasonic Poesson' ratio vere all of little or no practical

value fros; a property prediction point of view.
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CEAIUP 4

CONCLL73IONS AND RMOIGVIATIONS

Conclusions

Baed upon results of the physical property tosta couducted

during this investigation, and on linear correlations of tb various

physical properties determined for these granites nad tonalites, the

follewing conclusions appear justified.

ia) Variation ir pain size rather than substantial variation in

percentage mineral compsition end geologic history as allowed with-

in the confines of the speci'ic rock type (toalito) appear& to be

the primary factor responsible for the degree of scatter typical of

data plots for the various pairs of physical rock properties oxam-

imed for a specific intact rock type. It must be kept in wind, how-

ever, that the two rock types used in this icvestigation were both

intrusive igseous rocks and were essentially of a honegenoous nd

isotropic nature. Thus, the above conclusion should be restricted

basically to igneous rocks. It is felt that variation in geologic

bistorr would have substantial influence on the degree of scatter

typical of rock property correlations for metsaorphic &nd sedison-

tory rocks, particularly where there are wide variations :n angles of

inclimatios of planes of shistesitv and sedimen&ation, and in

degrees of cemeanttien an recrystlization.



(b) Variation is rock type appears to have a ge merlly mdo-

sirablo influaco on the quality of the cerrelation obtained for

varies pairs of rock properties. fkere correlations between two

particular physical properties determined for varieus individual

reck typeos are quite different in degree of linear association, SemI-

gmtion of the smaller individual correlations into a single larger

relationship iuovitably results in a sacrifice of quality and use-

fullness of the good relationships due to introduction of data

exhibiting lesser degrees of correlation. This type of situation

was feund to exist vhen the corresponding Group 2 and Group 3 cor-

relations which involved ultimate uniaxial compressive strength as

one variable wore cosbined and evaluated as single groups (Group 4).

A similar situation would result if the various physical property

correlations for he individual rock types yere of a differing

nature (inclinatien or orientation) such that amalpmatie of the

individual correlations for a single pair of properties into one

large group would produce a large degree of scatter and thus a

lesser degree of linear ascociaion. This would probably be more

likely to occur when greatly different rock types were involved.

(e) A comparisean of linear coa relations involving ultrasonic

pulse velocities with these involving ultrasonic elastic modali

indicated thst linear relationships in vhich either ultrasonic shear

moduli or ultrasonic You g' a moduli were employed a oas variable

were slightly superior in quality to samilar relatioakips i which

eno of the ultrasonic pulse velocities was involved. The degreo

of superiority did not appear great enough, howver, to alone



warrant tbo additional time and effort necessary to the determi-

nation of the ultrasonic elastic constan*o.

(d) Correlations which emloy ultrasovic shear pals* velocity au

one variable appear to be superior in quality to similar correla-

tiona involving ultrasonio comprossiunal pulse velocity as ene

variable. Shear pulse velocity appears Lo be the ultrasonic phys-

ical property of those examined in &his study, which oforx the boat

possibility for linear correlation with and preliminary prediction

of l:tiuate uixlial compressive strength and tangent (static)

Young's modulus of elasticity.

(e) It does not appear likely that ultrasonic values of Poisson's

ratio have uy appreciable value in the area rock property correla-

ties and prediction.

Re commendations

As indicated previously, this investigation was confined to

two type& of igneous rocks. It is suggested that several varieties

of eteorphic and sedimentary rocks be studied in a similar manner

to determine whether or not the trends observed in this investiga-

tion are typical of &l rocks or are merely typical of igneous rock

types. In particular, the effects of variatio in grain size on

the degree of scatter typical of physical property correlations for

metamarphic and sedimentary rocks should be investigated, as it is

felt that variation geologic his orT say here be of primary impor-

tance rather than variatio in grain size.

An investigation should be &ade to determine tha extent to which

physical property relations such as these investigated here might be



better represented by curvilinear cerrelatiens rather thee linear

corrolatiens. Several of the scatter diagrams in this study &p-

ioared to be of a nature that might be bootter eopresontoi by a

sicOnd degree curve. Is addition, & more exteaive statistical

analysis (determine coafidence limitz, etc.) night be performed to

determine tbe practical valu, of sacb physical property corrola-

tion. for property predictie purpose4.

ttrasemic shhar pulse velocity mnd ultrasonic shear medulus

should be more thoroughly examined for use in such physical prop-

erty correlation&. It vould appear that tb!so twe ultreasnic

properties offer the best pezsibilitiea of say of tha ultra~nic

properties used in this investigation.

I
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Correlatxon 4f physical properties of rock and predictions of

one property from a previiusly determined value of another property

should be of tremendous value in the field of civil engineering. In

particular, such correlations and rock property predictions would

expedite multiple site evaluation and selection programs, and

possibly allow for reduction ir. the number of various tests required

to determine the phyaicxl properties now deemed necessary for cow-

petent desiopi and constructio in reck media.

Previous reck property correlations have generally encompassed

many reck types, the objective being to determine general relation-

ships typIcal of all rock types. The data, however, have frequently

exhibited etch a great degree of scatter that subsequent correlations



wore of questionable value. Thus, in am effort to eliminate some

of the scatter typical of many previous rock prtpurty corrolations,

this investigation was coaductod to determine the influence of vari-

ation in grain ise aud minimal variation ;n rock typo on the

c,-ality of reck property corr-lations for ia.aqt igneous rock types.

?aysical property tests vre conducted on T9 cylinderical speci-

m -'s of granite and tonalite representing 10 drill vito&. Values

of ultimate uniasial compreasive strength and static Young's wed-

ulua of elaseticity (tangent) vore correlated with values of ultra-

soic compreossional pulse velocity, ultrasonic shear pule* velocity,

ultrasonic Young's modulus, ultrasonic shear modulus, ultrasonic

bulk moduise, and ultrasonic Poiseon's ratio for each of the four

following groups of spocisens:

Group 1: All tonalite apecimens tested frou the Sierra .evada

Sitholith, California.

Sroup 21 All tonalite specimens testee.

Group 3: All granite apoci.ene tootel.

Group 4: All specimens ts tstd.

Comparison of the mature and quality of thoe linear correla-

tions revealed that variation in grain sze, as opposed to varia-

tion in minera composition and geologic %istory as allowed within

Lhe confines of a ?articular rock type, appears to have primary

influence ou the degree of scatter typical of reck property correla-

tirns for a particnlar intact Igneous rock type. Hereivor, rock

?roporty correlations involviag only one igneous -oc~t type are gen-

erally auperior to thoe involving severLi igneous rock typo, the

KV



latter case frequently sufferiag frm as, everell lack of qa'4.-y due

to a lwger degree of as.atter brought &but by the emalgiatier ef

data relationships exhibitii different trends ad diffe- .rt do-

Iroee of ..Lc&r asesciatieon.

I
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AlrnI I

PITROGPJ.-'UIC DLSCRIPTIO\'S

POLISHID SfrECIO\ EOTCGRA.PHS



(a) Touaits (Vermilion Vait. formation, IMiabsoot.).

Broiniab-ry sodiu- to coarse-gray toaalito. Vlotito was broken

- and altered to chlorite. Uxiroclise was unaltered innd uabroea.

Co~ss~d of 29% quartz, 48% plagiecla.. feldspar, 1e% potaassl

feldspar (nicrocline), and 2% biotit. vi.Q "rceo of mpitit.,

spatite, spheno, zircon, and calcite. Very few micrefrecturos were

detected.



itV

(b) Granite (Lucerne PluteL, a~ne). Black and white, ce&rae-

grained granite. Porphyritic texture. Specimenas wre unweathored

and containe4 very few microfracturos. Contaiaed 2k% quartz, 30%

plagieclase feldspar, 30% potassium feldspar (nicrocline), and 11%

biotit. with traces of vaagnitite, apatite, chlorite, epidot*, and

hematite. Plagloclase was slightly altered to soricite.



F

(c) Orsaite (c galt* 1191meins Vpiif, sia). vvoathorod

brevnish-gray, cearso-Fraiaod granito. MHicrefracturos were somewhat

coommes. Coatalned 30% quarts, 30% plagloclase feldspar, 33% pots-

sium feldspar (aicreclizn), 5% biotite, 1% chlorite, sad 1% meg-

notite ad traces of opideto, apatite, &ad sirces. kor~hits con-

test of the plagioclaso was I%. Plagioclase was slightly altered

to sericit.. Diotito was slightly altered to chlorite.



Wd Tonalite (Sierra Nevada B~tholith, California). Fine-

grained, dark colored rock. Sections were fresh and contained at

mcrofractures. Contained 18% quartz, 42% plagioclas. feldspar,

19% hornblende, 16% biotite, 4% chlorite and traces of nicrocline

and other accessary mixnerals. The biotite was sligitly altered to

chiori te.



I

(e) lonalite (Sierra Nevads Bathelith, California). Medium- te

cears*-grained, black and white tonali;.. Sections were fresh and

intact. Percentage mineral compositions were 21% quarts, 45% plagi-

oelass feldspar, 13% hornblende, 20% biotite, and 1% chlorite.

Traces of microclin* wore &lse detected. The biotite wts slightly

zltorod -o cblor.'o.



Mr Tonalito (Sierra No*A Batbolith, Califeurnia). Me&±ume-

grained, black aund white tonalite; vuUb finer grmined than the

a*dium- to coarse-grained ton&liteo (e). Section& were unweatbered.

Percentage mineral cempesitiewis were 19% quarts, 48% plagiecla..

feldspar, 2% aicroclime, 12% horubloud., and 21% biotite. TrLces Of

chlorite and magritite were also detected. rho bietito had boem

slightly altered te chierite. X* acrefractures were detected.



Gc raite (Northwost of Lots Grove Platen end Enchated Woek

Vathelith, Toxin). Mdim-grindt red graite. Sections vere

intact ad uweathered. Moro mscovite wics, present tha bietite

mica. Percentae mineral composition is 30% quarts, A6% plagioclase

feldspa, 148% pet~ai feldspar (airline), sad 9% biotits with

traces of berableade ad chlorite.



WWI-

(h) Granit* (Sberman Granite Facies of Southern Laramie Range).

Ligbt-gray, coarse grainod granite. Composed of 24% quartz, 30%

plagieclase feldspar, 30~ potassium feldspar (microcliue), 10%

bietite, 4% herublondo, and a trace of chlorite. No preexisting

fracture surfaces could be detected.



(i) Orsaito (Southern Laramie PAage, Wyoming). Medivm- to

coara.so-ained, piah ite, porphyritic texture. Porcetago

mineral composition is 29% quartz, 30% plagioeclao feldspar, 34%

petassium feldspar (uicroclino), % Miotito, 1% hornblende, and 1%

chlorite. Sectios wore unveathered and macreocepically free ef

fractures.



(J) Tonalixto (C~d&r City ionalxte, Utah). Light-gray, modium-

gratned tonaslit*. Vinore1 ceapoaxtiou Is 20% quartz, 44% plagis-

class feldspar, 3% pov&&ei~.u feldapar (micreclin*), 21% bernblend*,

5% bietite, 6% megnetito with traces of 'blerxte and ether accos-

sary minerals. Biei.t* was slightly altered te ch' *rit*. Specimens

were unveathered and macroscopically free of fractsires.



-x ~- ~ ~ flr _cr-- - A -
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(J) Tenalit* (Cedar City Tonalitt. U"tah). Light-grsey, medium'-

graire*d tonalits. 11ineral cormpoaition in eO'. quartz, 44% plagio-

c1~ae feldspar, 31 potaggl= folipar (mi-rociin.), 211 hornblendo,

5ft bistito, 6% magnotit* with trecta of chlorite and Lth~r &CC*a-

'sary miner&1a. Sictitt wa s oightl- altered t# chlorite. Specisen.

were unweatherod &nd macrosc~pica'iV 'free Of fractures.



AWDWIL II

I CRITICAL VALUES

I OF
CORRUtLTION COEFFICIENTS



Critical Values (rd of Corm.ation Coefficients.

Statistical
S*up1. C.itical

Big* (a) Va;.U. (rcr)

21 05

35 0.43

39 0.40

40 0.40

71 0.30

79 0.29
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